
By Scott Johnson

THAILAND’S 
BIG THREE
We’re spoilt for choice when it comes to the 
Land of Smiles, but the Thailand Aggressor 
luxury liveaboard offers the most discerning 
divers only the very best
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A pair of harlequin 
shrimp preparing 
to dine on a pink 
sea star at Richelieu 
Rock, Andaman Sea  
Equipment: Nikon 
D800, Nikkor 105mm 
VRII lens, Aquatica 
AD800 housing, dual 
Sea&Sea YS-250 
strobes  
Settings: f/29, 
1/160s, ISO250
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� The new Thailand 
Aggressor moored 
for the evening in 
the Similan Islands  
Equipment: Nikon 
D7000, Nikkor 18-
200mm DX VRII lens  
Settings: f/11, 1/500s, 
ISO400

��An ornate 
ghostpipefish hides in 
an orange gorgonian 
at Richelieu Rock
Equipment: Nikon 
D800, Nikkor 105mm 
VRII lens, Aquatica 
AD800 housing, dual 
Sea&Sea YS-250 
strobes
Settings: f/20, 1/160s, 
ISO100

Thailand’s idenTiTy is an intoxicating blend of warmth, 
originality, colour and variety. These attributes permeate the 
friendly Thai people, their storied culture, their tasty cuisine and 
their abundant natural resources. From thrilling safaris under the 
jungle canopy to potentially nerve-racking tuk-tuk rides along 
Bangkok’s bustling streets, Thailand offers unique adventures for 
even the most jaded travellers. 

Beach lovers, snorkellers and divers can choose between the 
Gulf of Thailand to the east and the Andaman Sea to the west. 
While there are good spots for divers to hit in the Gulf, those 
seeking world-class sites eventually find their way to the island 
of Phuket and the treasures that lie within the Andaman Sea. 

Crème de la Crème
Phuket, the nation’s largest island, is rife with dive shops that 
cater to tourists who simply want to try scuba diving and 
those determined to get certified. The plentiful day boats often 
mean the sites closest to Phuket can be a bit claustrophobic. 
Liveaboards allow you to avoid the crowds, minimise your in-
transit time and focus on the very best areas. 

The healthiest and most productive reefs are located in 
Thailand’s 22 national marine parks. Approximately 500 fish 
and 200 coral species have been identified in these protected 
sanctuaries. Of these parks, Mu Koh Similan National Park (mu 
koh means “group of islands”), Mu Koh Surin National Park and 
Mu Koh Lanta National Park are the crème de la crème. Likewise, 
the Thailand Aggressor is the luxury liveaboard of choice for 
exploring these Andaman jewels.

Diving in Style
The Thailand Aggressor is a 35 metre (115 feet) long luxury 
dive yacht designed specifically for divers who prefer 

individualised service, superior amenities and room to 
breathe. Nine staterooms accommodate 18 guests and feature 
an en-suite bathroom, climate control and a wardrobe. The 
salon/lounge is often the hub for big fish tales between 
dives as it offers a computer workstation, an entertainment 
centre and charging stations, in addition to being where the 
gourmet meals and snacks are served. 

Four to five dives per day are made either directly from 
the mother ship or a tender. You can dive with a buddy 
or with one of the knowledgeable guides. The attentive 
crew especially pampers to underwater photographers 
and videographers by making sure each camera system is 
thoroughly rinsed and then safely stored on the convenient 
dive deck camera table after each dive.

Mu Koh Similan National Park
The Similan Islands National Park is 90 kilometres (56 miles) 
northwest of Phuket and includes the nine islands of the Similan 
group [from north to south: Ba-ngu (No. 9), Similan (the largest, 
No. 8), Payu (No. 7), Miang Sam or Hin Pusar (No. 6), Miang Song 
(No. 5), Miang (No. 4), Payan (No. 3), Payang (No. 2), and Huyong 
(No. 1)] and two nearby islands, Koh Bon and Koh Tachai. Most dive 
operators refer to the Similan (the Malay word for “nine”) Islands 
by a number, rather than a name, but they do not necessarily agree 
on which number goes with which island! You are also very likely to 
see a variety of spellings for the same island. The key is to enjoy the 
diving regardless of the location’s fluctuating designation.

These impressive granite islands are covered in lush vegetation 
and adorned with lonely white sand beaches and massive boulders. 
The annual southwest monsoon that usually impacts this region 
from May through October has sculpted two distinct undersea 
topographies around the islands with sloping coral reefs on their 
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eastern flanks and rocky seascapes to the west. Thus, divers are 
treated to two unique environments though they surface to the 
panoramic beauty of a single island. 

My dive at Anita’s Reef off the east coast of No. 5 (or is that 
No. 6?) is typical of my experiences in the marine parks, as I 
wish I either had two camera housings or a clone so I could take 
advantage of both the wide-angle and macro opportunities. My 
predicament is clearly not a new phenomenon as evidenced by 
the tall tower of coral called One Roll Rock. It was named for 
an “old school” photographer’s penchant to blow through an 
entire 36-shot roll of print film on the lone bommie. I find a male 
coral cardinalfish with bulging cheeks and excitedly motion to 
Lauren, my wife and model. Many species of cardinalfish and 
jawfish are mouthbreeders. When a male and female mate, the 
female releases an egg packet, which the male fertilises, scoops 
up in his mouth and then incubates for seven to nine days until 
the fry hatch. I patiently wait for the male cardinalfish to aerate 
the eggs, which he does by spitting them out and then almost 
instantaneously sucking them back inside. 

I stick with a macro setup for the dive at nearby West of Eden 
as Lowel O’Rourke, the Thailand Aggressor’s 
cruise director and talented photo pro, 
promises to take me to a blue ribbon eel and 
a pair of decorated dartfish. As the name 
West of Eden suggests, the terrain here is 
punctuated with the usual west side granite 
boulders. I hover around 25 metres (82 feet) 
as I watch one diver photograph the waving 
eel, while another flashes the dartfish a good 
5 metres (16 feet) below me. There is simply 
no sense in soaking in more nitrogen than 
necessary until my turn arrives. The other 
divers eventually leave and I am left alone 

with the special animals. I take my time with each subject in order 
to let them adjust to my presence. It does not take long for my 
computer to let me know it is time to ascend.

Some sites are more fun than others. Elephant Head Rock 
and Christmas Point could almost qualify as either aquatic 
amusement parks or galleries of impressive sculptures. Boulder 
rests upon boulder to create a tantalising maze of arches, swim 
throughs, tunnels and alleys. The formations look as if giants 
had stacked the formidable boulders and then waves toppled 
them when they left. It is easy to be become so dazzled by the 
rocky playground that you forget about the local inhabitants. 
For example, I almost swim past a large marble ray resting in 
the sand at 27 metres (90 feet), but Lauren tugs on my elbow 
and breaks the boulders’ spell. 

An hour-and-a-half cruise northeast from Koh Similan takes 
us to Koh Bon. We have four dives scheduled here, two along the 
coast of the island and two on the deeper water pinnacle. When 
you know in advance you are going to repeat a site, you have 
the freedom to scout the area on the first dive and then decide if 
you want to switch lenses, return to a subject or go in a different 
direction. On one dive, I watch a banded sea krait descending 
from the surface and then follow it as it busily looks in cracks 
for food. I decide to try to find the krait again on the next dive 
to attempt some portrait shots, but the current has gone from mild 
to stiff and hinders my ability to look in the same place. I tuck in 
behind a coral outcropping and find a giant moray being cleaned 
by an industrious bluestreak wrasse. The moray opens wide and the 
brave wrasse swims inside its maw and starts cleaning its teeth – 
definitely dentistry deserving of hazard pay.

Mu Koh Surin National Park
The Surin Islands National Park is situated 100 kilometres (62 miles) 
north of the Similans and less than 20 kilometres (12.5 miles) south 

� A male tiger 
cardinalfish brooding 
a new clutch of eggs 
in its mouth at Koh 
Haa Yai
Equipment: Nikon 
D7000, Nikkor 
105mm VRII lens plus 
1.7x teleconverter, 
Aquatica AD7000 
housing, dual 
Sea&Sea YS-250 
strobes  
Settings: f/18, 
1/125s, ISO200



➊ Prior to your trip, research the sites you are 
most likely to visit, including the typical 
seasonal conditions and the subjects found 
at each site

➋ Show your dive guides your shoot list and 
ask for their help to find each species

➌ On multi-dive sites, take a few minutes 
during your first dive to consider your 
options for picking objectives and lenses

➍ For FX photographers shooting soft corals 
and big schools of fish, a 15mm or 16mm 
with a 1.4X converter is a good combination; 
DX photographers might be happy with a 
10–17mm zoom or a 10mm prime lens

➎ For the most sought-after smaller animals 
(blue ribbon eels, harlequin shrimp, ornate 
ghost pipefish, tigertale seahorses), a 
105mm will likely give FX shooters the 
sufficient working distance and coverage; 
DX photographers might prefer a 60mm due 
to the more limited coverage of the 105mm

➏ Portrait shots are nice, but capturing 
behavioural images can be even more 
powerful; spend enough time with subjects 
to examine their actions and look beyond 
mere cursory inspections

Photo tiPS for 
the AndAmAn SeA

� Ruddy fusiliers 
rushing past at  
Hin Muang in 
Koh Lanta  
Equipment: Nikon 
D800, Nikkor 
16-35mm VR lens, 
Aquatica AD800 
housing and dual 
Sea&Sea YS-250 
strobes
Settings: f/10, 
1/160s, ISO250

� A Lubbock's 
blenny welcomes 
me to Palong Bay  
Equipment: Nikon 
D7000, Nikkor 
105mm VRII 
lens plus 1.7x 
teleconverter, 
Aquatica AD7000 
housing and dual 
Sea&Sea YS-250 
strobes
Settings: f/22, 
1/160s, ISO200
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of the Myanmar border. The park encompasses the two namesake 
islands of Koh Surin Nua (North Surin) and Koh Surin Tai (South 
Surin), as well as the smaller satellite islands of Koh Ri, Koh Kai and 
Koh Klang. The main attraction for divers – and one of the most 
impressive sites on the planet – lies just 18 kilometres (11 miles) to 
the east. 

Richelieu Rock (Hin Plo Naam in Thai, which means “rock 
protruding from the water”) is an isolated seamount with a series 
of pinnacles that appear to form the upper half of a padded 
armchair. The tall central pinnacle barely clears the surface at low 
tide. Currents continually bathe the reef with nutrients and serve as 
conduits that carry pelagics, such as manta rays and the occasional 
whale shark, and free-floating larvae to the seamount. Richelieu 
Rock’s remote location limits the number of visitors and the impact 
of human-related contamination. 

My group enjoys our first day of diving at Richelieu so much 
that we unanimously decide to spend the following day there, 
as well. The overall biodiversity is truly amazing. Thick schools 
of bigeye snapper and variable lined fusiliers repeatedly shift in 
unison as if dancing to some unheard symphony. Gorgeous coral 
groupers and crescent wrasse weave among and over radiant 
strands of soft corals in a multitude of colours. The action and 
visual stimulation can be overwhelming. 

I am not sure whether I am more impressed with the seemingly 
unlimited wide-angle compositions or the density of the smaller 
animals. Pui and Bai, our trusty guides, point to more interesting 

creatures than we can possibly photograph. For example, we find 
a brightly coloured yellow tigertail seahorse, a yellow ornate ghost 
pipefish and two short-tailed pipefish, one white and the other 
brown, within a few feet of one another. 

I also see more large harlequin shrimp – another highly sought-
after species of underwater photographers – in a couple dives at 
Richelieu than in all my combined visits to all other destinations. 
The elegant shrimp prefer to stay in pairs and seem less wary when 
feasting on sea star morsels. They will even try to defend their prize 
if they think you might try to take it from them. I spend almost an 
entire dive with a tolerant couple and leisurely experiment with 
camera settings and flash positioning as I watch them eat and move 
back and forth on the broken sea star arm.

Mu Koh Lanta National Park
The Lanta Islands National Park, the newest of the “big three” 
parks, was established in 1990 in the southern portion of 
Krabi Province, 95 kilometres (59 miles) southeast of Phuket. 
Covering a total area of 150 square kilometres (58 square 
miles), the park includes numerous islands, such as Koh Lanta 
Noi, Koh Lanta Yai, Koh Ngai, Koh Taleng Beng, Mu Koh Ha and 
Mu Koh Rok, and hosts the legendary wall dives of Hin Daeng 
and Hin Muang. 

Hin Daeng (“red rock”) and Hin Muang (“purple rock”) are a 
series of connected pinnacles that lie approximately 25 kilometres 
(16 miles) southwest of Koh Rok. Their names are derived from the 

predominate colour of the profuse soft corals that vibrantly decorate 
much of their respective exposed rock surfaces. The currents here 
can be strong, so it is important to listen to your guides and dive 
within your comfort zone. 

During our dive at Hin Daeng, we watch eager white collar 
butterflyfish and crescent wrasse nipping at a hapless sea tomato 
jellyfish that has been pushed against the reef by the current. The 
opportunistic fish swirl about the jelly, but it manages to slowly 
escape as the current weakens. At the deeper water site of Hin 
Muang, a preening day octopus is perched atop a coral head as 
divers stare transfixed. I, too, settle in to shoot him when the other 
paparazzi leave. One flash from my powerful Sea&Sea YS-250 
strobes spooks the octopus and motivates it to move to another 
rock. I then stretch my hand over his original perch and begin 
tapping one of my fingers as if playing a repetitive note on a piano. 
Almost immediately, the curious little octopus crawls back to the 
first coral head and allows me to photograph it without any further 
flinches due to my strobes.  

Discriminating Divers Seek the Best
Thailand openly offers a scintillating array of sights, sounds, 
aromas, flavours and diversions to satisfy adventurous tourists 
of all kinds. Divers also have plenty of options when it comes to 
satisfying their desires to blow bubbles in tropical Thai waters. 
Those who only want the best of the best set their sights on the 
national marine parks of Mu Koh Similan, Mu Koh Surin and Mu 
Koh Lanta, and the Thailand Aggressor is the luxury liveaboard 
that caters to divers who want to travel past the mundane and 
into the wonders of Thailand’s big three. sdTTl


